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Cost Control

Controlling food and labor costs are two of the most important tasks for a restaurant owner. With proper 

menu planning, sales forecasting and employee training, a restaurant can prevent overspending on staff 

and supplies and still provide excellent quality dishes and service. Using a variety of planning, monitoring 

and evaluation techniques, you can continually manage these expenses to ensure you remain profitable 

without sacrificing quality.



How to Calculate Food Cost
● The cost of restaurant ingredients changes regularly, as the price of produce fluctuates with the seasons and you find different 

sources for essential items. It's prudent to calculate food costs before you introduce a menu item, so you can use this decision 
to help determine the customer's price. You should also calculate actual food costs as closely as possible after you start selling 
the item, to see whether you're actually spending the amount you expected.

● To determine the cost of an item you'll be putting on your menu, first research the price of every ingredient that will go into the 
dish. It can be difficult and tedious to break down ingredient costs for small quantities such as a tablespoon of olive oil or half a 
teaspoon of salt, so calculate in terms of batches if that's easier. For many menu components, such as sauces, you actually do 
work in batches rather than single servings so it makes more sense to calculate this way. Divide the total food cost for the batch 
by the number of sales units you get out of each batch to calculate the food cost per unit.

● Just because you know the cost of the ingredients that go into a dish, doesn't mean you actually spend that much on the dish at 
the end of the day. Ingredients spoil, and portions larger than your calculations leave the kitchen. You may have figured your 
costs based on the assumption that you'll be able to buy an ingredient wholesale, but then end up not using enough of it to 
justify buying in bulk. It's useful to recalculate food costs once you've actually bought and used your ingredients to develop an 
idea of whether or not you're meeting your projections. However, it's nearly impossible to break down your food purchases 
menu item by menu item. Many of the ingredients your restaurant uses, such as salt, cooking oil, chicken, onions, rice and flour 
are used in multiple dishes. Despite this difficulty, it's useful to calculate your overall food cost and see how much it deviates 
from the total projections for all your menu items.

● A straightforward and useful way to evaluate your ingredients costs after the fact is to tally them and assess the sum as a 
percentage of your gross sales. Divide your total food costs by your total revenue from food to calculate your food cost 
percentage. A financially healthy restaurant typically has food costs between 25 and 35 percent, but you can get away with 
spending more on ingredients if you spend less on labor, and vice versa.



As a chef, it’s nice to know if individual items are profitable or not using recipe cost calculators. However, as an owner, you need to know if your 
entire business is on track for success.

The average food cost percentage is 35% for a fine dining restaurant and 25% for a quick service restaurant. How do you find this number? You look 
at your weekly inventory.

1. List all food supplies you received at the start of week. Many inventory software systems work on tablets, so you can walk around the 
back of house checking off items like you would on a clipboard.

2. Sum together the dollar value of each item. How much did you pay for each box of chicken in your back of house?

3. Track your purchases. Were there any other purchases that you made within the week, after beginning inventory?

4. Take inventory again at the beginning of next week. Follow the same exact process. Many recommend a shelf-to-sheet system, where 
your inventory tracking system is set up as your back of house is.

5. Add together total food sales per shift. Many POS systems with restaurant analytics can give you this information automatically.  

6. Calculate actual food cost for the week. Complete the following food cost formula:

Food Cost Percentage = (Beginning Inventory + Purchases – Ending Inventory) ÷ Food Sales.
Check out the example below to see this formula in action. 

Beginning Inventory = $15,000
Purchases = $4,000

Ending Inventory = $16,000
Food Sales = $10,000

Food Cost Percentage = (15,000 + 4,000 – 16,000) ÷ 10,000
Food Cost Percentage = 3,000 ÷ 10,000

Food Cost Percentage = 0.30, or 30%

Quick Tip: Is your food cost percentage dramatically too high or too low? Make sure you’ve counted each item correctly, inputted the right unit, and 
have accounted for each purchasing invoice.
https://youtu.be/SDXa_UeF1NQ

https://youtu.be/SDXa_UeF1NQ


 Optimizing Food Cost Percentage

There are many ways to optimize food cost percentages that restaurant consultants recommend. Here are a few: 

● Raise prices on your menu by a small amount, or rather, just be smart about your menu pricing.

● Try menu engineering, and get rid of dishes that are dogs first.

● Add carbs to your menu, because potatoes and pasta are usually cheaper to buy in bulk.

● Get creative with your restaurant menu design, promoting more profitable items over others.

● Shop around at different wholesale food sellers like Gordon Food Service for the best prices.

● Make sure you are serving appropriate portion sizes; are many dishes coming back half eaten?

● Watch your meal composition; use more of the less expensive items in a meal.

● Don’t give away too many freebies, such as bread and butter, if your actual and ideal food costs are way off.

● Seasonal menu changes can help you save money - what’s in season in nature will be cheaper and will help with 
profitability and what’s hot with customers will help with popularity.



Restaurant Profit and Loss Statement

A restaurant profit and loss statement, also known as a restaurant P&L, reflects your restaurant's revenue and costs during 

a specified period of time. Basically, it functions as a bank statement for your restaurant to help you track your business's 

progress. Although many people know a restaurant profit and loss statement is important to understanding their business's 

growth, it can be challenging to know what information to include when creating one. This article will guide you through the 

basics of creating your own restaurant P&L, so you can better understand and manage your restaurant's finances.

Restaurant profit and loss statements can be used weekly, monthly, or yearly. Weekly statements are recommended so you 

can keep track of what is most profitable or costly to your establishment each week. If any adjustments are necessary, you 

can make those changes more quickly. Many restaurants will also use monthly and yearly restaurant profit and loss 

statements to show overall progress.



What to Include

A restaurant profit and loss statement usually includes three main sections. 

1. The first section of a restaurant P&L includes a breakdown of your revenue.

2. The second section lists your cost of goods sold. 

3. The final section includes restaurant operating expenses such as restaurant insurance cost and 

occupancy expenditures. 



Revenue
Your revenue is the profit you earn from selling goods to customers. Most restaurants will generate their 

highest profit from food and beverage sales, but it is also possible to increase revenue through other 

business ventures like those listed below. Be sure to list each source of income separately on your profit 

and loss statement.



Net Profit/Loss
At the end of your restaurant profit and loss statement, you will list your net profit or loss based on your 

revenue and costs. To calculate your net profit or loss, subtract both the restaurant labor cost and the 

restaurant operating cost from your gross profit. Your revenue needs to be greater than all of your costs 

combined for you to generate a profit. The table on the next page is an example of what your P&L may 

look like.



Restaurant P&L Example

Workable P&L

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BfpiOmayNqyhlyhlytbm4kqB_VDgui1y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p0zQILzrMx5pzOvmPEFzhrzLDhTXlJlm/view?usp=sharing


Things to Look for if you Have a Food Cost Problem

Purchasing and Food Cost Control

Receiving Department

Proper Storage

Preparation

Production Problems

Service Issues

Sales Mistakes which can Hurt Food Cost

Sales Mix & Food Cost Control for Restaurants

Inventory Control

Accounting Issues



Purchasing and Food Cost Control

● Purchasing for too high a price – no bid system in place

● Buying from too few vendors – no competition for best price

● Purchasing more than is necessary

● No detailed product Specs – quality, weight, type

● No audit of invoices and payments



Receiving Department

● No system for issuing/tracking credits

● No system for checking in deliveries

● Billed for items not received

● Invoiced weights are different than delivered weights

● Shipped items which were’t ordered



Proper Storage

● Foods improperly stored

● No daily inspection & rotation of products

● Unorganized storage areas

● No physical inventory system

● Storage areas not secured

● Theft



Preparation

● Excessive trim on vegetables, seafood & meats

● No check on raw yields

● No secondary usage of trim items



Production Problems

● OVERproduction!!!

● Improper cooking method

● Cooking or holding products for too long a period of time – poor batch firing

● Not using Prep Sheets

● Not using standard recipes



Service Issues

● No standardized portion size

● No standardized utensils for serving

● Carelessness (waste, cold food, re-fires)

● Inadequate or poorly trained “wheelman”



Sales Mistakes 

● Unrecorded sales: “no charge” or cash not turned in, unauthorized comps to friends/family/regulars

● “Open food” abuses (get rid of this key if possible! Or allow only with mgr approval)

● No tracking of re-fires, waitstaff/cook errors

● No sales records to detect trends

● Poor pricing of menu items



Sales Mix & Food Cost Control for Restaurants

● Sales mix impacted food cost

● You don’t know your theoretical food cost

● Poor menu item layout

● You have a high food cost…and it’s actually a good thing! (know why)



Inventory Control

● Counting Sheet-to-Shelf instead of the best method of Shelf-to-Sheet

● Failure to utilize discontinued menu products before they expire

● Miscalculations in your inventory program extensions:

○ for example: you enter 1 case of shrimp and it calculates it as 1 pound

○ zero dollar value for items in inventory

● Items are not being counted

○ especially true for new products and “out of sight” products

○ counting inventory by sheet to shelf method instead of shelf to sheet



Accounting Issues

● The Chef didn’t verify the General Ledger

● Charging your paper/equipment products against food cost of goods

● Transfers and credits not processed correctly



Inventory Sheets

Par Sheerts

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1R7UOZ5WKjDxCyen3hnYWedSL4B2lBzA2

